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January 2, 2019 

 

 In 2018, it has been a rough year for the total market Thai Equity market: SET returned excluding 

dividend -10.82% while SET50 index (50 largest companies within SET’s requirement) down only -7.94% 

but the sSET index and MAI index which represent small and medium sized-company loss -31.96% and -

34.03%, respectively. Not only Thai market contributed loss this year but also other major markets such as 

S&P500 returned -7.02%, Shanghai Composite (SSEC) plunged -24.59%, Hang Seng returned -14.75% 

and so on. However, we delivered superior return of 52.55% in the mist of turbulence in 2nd half. Please 

note that the excellent return in this year might not guarantee you for the future return. 

 We completely liquidated our position in United Paper PCL (UTP:TB) the last price at 11.20 

baht/share in June. We had 2 reasons to sell UTP, the first one is all the investment thesis we had set since 

the initiation were all realized that we expect the company to fulfill the new capacity of 500 tons a day 

within 2q18 to capture windfall demand from the closure of paper mill in China due to the environmental 

issues and the government of China has banned 24 type of solid waste imports, Old Corrugating Container 

(OCC) is a main raw material in kraft liner board and corrugating medium production also on the list. The 

windfall demand and shortage of raw material supply in China helped boost production in Thailand and 

also widened spread (Selling price surged from 17 baht/kg. to nearly 20 baht/kg. while domestic price of 

OCC slightly declined). Another assumption was the improvement in Gross Profit Margin (GPM) from 1) 

economies of scale benefit once the new capacity was fulfilled due to the majority of operating cost was 

fixed and their thriftiness of management 2) widen spread and 3) Tax benefit of new machine under BOI 

agreement which is Tax free for 8 years. The second reason was we found more appealing opportunities 

which were Muang Thai Capital (MTC:TB) and Srisawad Corporation (SAWAD:TB).    

  As the regulatory risk emerged in the asset-backed loan industry, the market participant was afraid 

and expected that the new committee would impose maximum interest rate charged to consumer at 15% 

accordingly to The Civil and Commercial Code section 654 compares to approximately 23% and 28% of 

interest rate yield of MTC and SAWAD, respectively. If the rate is capped at 15% as section 654 stated, 

there will be no economic profit left for the operators, ROE will turn negative due to no one can operate 

with this rate. An ambiguous regulatory risk plunged MTC price down -27% from its peak at 44.25 to 32 

baht/share.  

We gradually accumulated MTC in June on the assumption that 1) We do not expect that the new act of 

legislation (issued within 2018) which supposed to supervise non-bank company, will lower interest rate 

charged to 15% where I don’t think any micro finance companies will survive with this rate even the most 

efficiency company like MTC. In addition, the regulators both Ministry of Finance and Bank of Thailand 

have no intention to sabotage the industry and expel customer inside regulated system to loan shark. 2) We 

believe that the demand of low-income customer, who lacks of ability to access financing from commercial 

bank, has abundant opportunity to grow. The company expects loan growth at 30-35% in 2018-2019 even 

though the competition is intense. 3) Robust asset quality with low NPL (overdue > 3 months) of 1.29% in 

1q18 and high coverage ratio (Loan Loss Reserve) at 260%. MTC is aggressive on loan growth while 

remains conservative on credit control and set provision to cover losses. The company has prepared for new 

accounting standard IFRS 9 for 2 years and according to management and advisor, they said the coverage 

ratio is sufficient in every scenario test. 4) Attractive valuation compares to growth in the future even the 
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growth slowed down from 70-80% after IPO but they can grow in range of 30-35% for at least 2 years from 

now. 

As a result, MTC rallied to reach another new high at 55 baht/share after the Bank of Thailand (BOT) 

unofficially announced (in November) to supervise vehicle-backed loan company by stated that the 

maximum of interest rate can be charged to the customer including late-penalty fee and other fee is 28% as 

same as personal loan contract. MTC closed at 49 baht/share at the end of 2018. We were right about 

regulatory risk! We expect MTC to perform well in 2019 but we also concern on the declining in interest 

rate yield due to the competition and lower of loan growth than market expectation. 

We saw SAWAD, a main competitor to MTC listed in the market, as another theory. Stock price plunged -

50% from 60 baht/share to 30 baht/share that intrigued us to explore this opportunity. Shortly afterwards, 

we think it was because of 2 mistakes, the first one was the unknowingly surprise of spiking of NPL to 

7.5% (exc. prior NPL from BFIT) in 1q18 from 3.9% in 4q17 and compares to normal historical level at 

5%. The problematic NPL came from Small business customer which accounted for 700 mb. This was 

totally unexpected from the market and at that time nobody knew that SAWAD had this kind of customer 

in portfolio. And the second was the prolonged restructuring with BFIT which drove the interest rate yield 

down from approximately 28% to the lowest point 20.6% in 1q18 and undeniably declined in NIM from 

25% to 20% did affect new loan growth which slowed from transitioning contract of existing customer to 

BFIT portfolio given the incentive of lower the interest rate and subsidized VAT 7% for Hire-purchase 

contracts. For those mistakes, I think it will be manageable and resolvable, therefore we started the 

transaction in July on the turnaround basis. Our investment thesis was 1) The valuation was cheap relative 

to its growth after all of this problematic issue was resolved which we think they are temporary problems 

rather than permanent issues 2) Available room for improvement on recovery of interest rate yield, 

efficiency ratio like outstanding loan per branch and etc., asset quality 3) recovery of loan growth after 

complete transitioning. 

As a result, SAWAD gained back from 30 baht/share to closed at 45 baht/share at the end of 2018 due to it 

has gradually improved in profitability ratio and focus on loan growth which drove net profit to improve 

beyond market expectation and also improvement in asset quality particularly in 3q18. We expect SAWAD 

will be one of the best outperforming stock in 2019. However, we have concerns on these following topics 

of Insufficient of provision for IFRS9, Problematic NPL from high ticket size customer, Deteriorating of 

asset quality, Loan growth less than market expectation, Rising cost of funding in uptrend of policy rate, 

Decreasing in fee income. We will closely monitor these risks. 

 Although we did a great job this year, we also did multiple mistakes as such speculated in headwind 

industry like Digital TV in the beginning of the year. We speculated MONO technology (MONO:TB) on 

the basis that its average ads rate (18hrs) would increase from 28,000 baht/min in 2017 to 40,000 baht/min 

in 2018, we thought that every 1,000 baht/min incremental of ads rate will give approximately 60 million 

baht in revenue growth and as the nature of TV broadcasting business, the majority nearly 80-90% of cost 

was fixed thus we assumed that every incremental revenue would go down to the bottom line which would 

contribute a significant growth in 2018. Once facts emerged and we realized that what we believed turn out 

to be wrong due to 1) the disruption of technology (Youtube, Facebook, LINE) seizes market share of ad 

spending from traditional channel, 2) intense competition from 1st tier operators Ch7 and Ch3 that reduced 

its selling price for the first time in history, 3) increasing of TV rating didn’t directly imply a capability to 

raise ads rate and 4) other business (MVAS) significantly worsen than we expected. In addition, 5) MONO 

has entered into huge investment phase. The content investment plan in 2018-2020 for 1,200/1,800/2,000 

million baht, respectively compares to 1,000 million baht a year in 2014-2017. We decided to take loss. 

Lesson learned: Don’t invest in headwind industry whatever price. 
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We had only 2 months for the entire year that our cash position was above 10% and at the end of 

the year we closed the book with 0% of cash and no short position. 

 In 2019, we anticipate the whole market will be volatile than 2018, for the external risks will be the 

uncertainty of Trade war and liquidity tightening in US and EU. China may ease both fiscal and monetary 

policy to sustain its growth. The election in Thailand may not be held in February 2019. BOT expected 

GDP growth in 2019 at 3.9-4.0% vs. est. 4.2% in 2018. For the first time since 2011, monetary policy 

committee (MPC) decided to hike policy rate to 1.75% in December to prevent excessive search for yield 

activities and leave some policy space when it needs while the governor of the Bank of Thailand indicated 

“Thailand still needs easing monetary policy”.   

 

 

Best regards, 

 

 


